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THE COVER • • • • 

shows the current pattern in the outer harbor 

as determined by photographing at four second 

intervals reflecters floating on the water 

surface. The currents present here are those 

induced by westerly waves 30 feet high and 

1200 feet long. For furt her detaiis on the 

technique and interpretation see the text. 
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I INTRODUC1'10N 

Studies of induced currents were the me.in activity of t he 

month. Preliminary frequency response studies were started and 

detailed mar ir;ra:m. analysis -Nas resumed. 

Studies of indu ced current s involvsd developnent of methods, 

running of tea ts and analysis of data. Some currents are induced in 

the harbor by the waves which pass through t he entrance. These were 

t he currents ntudied. The~· give basic data. Tidal chang;es and outer 

ocean currents will be superposed later to learn of composite effects. 

Frequency response studies were initiated this month als o. 

The prssont wave mac hines were desi~ned to make such tests possible, 

sinco b oth mn pli tude and frequency of the wave trai.:1S can be contr oll~d 

over wide ran&es . It is i ntended to run tests throut;h the entire spect 

rum after obsorving and mes.During the eff ects of certain calcula ted 

frequencies. The calculated :'requencies were the funda"llenta ls an::! 

he.r:.10nics of e ach rli v i sion of the he.r 'uor. 

Ma.ri;;raL'l ar1elysis was resumed along; the lines of the program 

previous l :,· decided upon, i. s. ca.1putation and plottin~ of residual ma ss 

curves bebraen adjacent st e.tionis ~ These curves reveal the 'luration an:l 

re.ta of f low which could o:itain t}iroui::>;h the proposed pollu'~i on c'!-'.9.J1Jl9ls. 

},'.odi f ica tion to the oscillosraph ·ue.s .'lade to reduce the tap0 

speod, the re.nee in ::;peods bei:ig troadene~ accor ·:lingl:,r• Ccmponent pru-t.s 

of the wave height avera£ing devlce are being assa~:iled as recei~~d. 
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II SC OPE OF REPORT 

This report is concerned pr i marily with currents induced 

in the harbor by vraves passing through the entrance. These basic 

find ings will b e of value in int erpr eting the effects of t ida l 

changes and outer ocean currents when i ncluded l ater. Ocean con

ditions used were westerly waves 30 feet high, &Jo and 1200 feet 

long at MEI-JV. 

The current directions and speeds found are presented 

graphically and discussed in detail. The test pr ocedure adopted 

is outlined and a complete de scription of the equiµnent used is 

g iven. 
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III INDUCED CURRENT STUDIES 

A. General 

The induced ourrent studies made to date are a prelimina.ry 

part of the main study of the conditions that will affect the pollu

tion of the harbor. The currents within the harbor at Guam are the 

combined effects of the ocean currents which flow offshore, the 

imposed ~aves, and the tides. In the model it was considered advanta

geous, however, first to isolate and study the patterns of the 

currents induced hy waves only. Studies of the effects of offshore 

currents and of the tides are contemplated later so that each of the 

three components may be properly evaluated. 

The currents discussed here are surface currentt'! and h!tve 

been induc~d by westerly waves, 30 feet hi~h, CDO and 1200 feet long 

with inner breakwater D-2 in place. The overall patterns are so~e

what similar for the two wave lengths.and yet they differ appreciably 

in specific areas. See Fig. 1 (page 9). 

Subsurface currents are also present. These a.re determined 

by adding small amounts of dye in the regions to be observed. As yet 

these subsurface currents have not been studied extensively enough 

to warrant inclusion in this report. 

Reflec·::.ing floats, to be described later, are distributed 

in the area under consideration and photographed t o obtain a measure 

of the currents. The dis tance travelled by each float in a given 

time measures the average speed of the current. Visual observation 
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ha s shown. however , particularly in regions of apparently strone; 

current. that the floe.ta travel with "jerky" motions, i. e. they 

trave l f ast one instant and slow the next. This is because the 

oscillator y motion of t he waves i s superL-n.posed on t he steady 

flow of the currents. For the eame wave height , t he me.gni t ude of 

the horizontal componen t of t hi s oscillatory moti on i ncreases with 

decreasing depth. It i s t heref ore felt t hat the apeed of t he floats 

as measured frcm still photographs is not t ruly indicati ve of the 

speeds of the current s , parti cularly in shallower regions of the 

harbor . 

B. Directions of Currents 

Several pr onounced currents cover rather extensive areas. 

One, having a canpletely closed clockwise circuit ae shown by float 

movaments, has a part of its circuit extending along the i nner sidd 

of the breakwater. 

It is interesting to note that this current extends out 

past the termi nus approximately one third of a mile in one direction 

and a.s far as Pier D in the other. When the current is due to ~ves 

which are f:i)() feet long the southerly leg of the circuit roughly 

parallels the northerly le~. With 1200 feet long waves the current 

continues to flow south from the vicinity of Pier D, traveling along 

the greater part of the north-south axis of the harbor. It then turns 

northwesterly, making a reverse curve before reaching the breakwater 

entrance and completing its circuit out beyond the terminus. 
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INDUCED CURRENTS IN OUTER HARBOR AND REPAIR BASIN 
BY WESTERLY WAVES 30 FEET HIGH AT MHHW 

6 0 0 L 1.· n g 1 h 1.' r w .i " l' !' , 11 F l' '"' 1 

[: . l [_~ 
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Fig. I 



There is quite a di fference in the patterns of the other 

currents fo r the two wave lengths, as can be seen in Fig. l. The 

behavi or of the currents due to waves &Jo feet long wi 11 be de

scribed first. 

The area roughly west of a north-south line through 

Pier D with the exception of the area occupied by the ourront just 

discussed, is traversed by counter-elock:wise currents which coincide 

in the northern part of the area with the clockwi se outgoing curr ent 

for about three-quarters of a mile. The counter-clockwise current 

i s very noticeable in the area north of the shoreline between 

Gab Gab Beach and Sentinel Rock. 

A second large area of counter-clockwise c.urrents exists 

east of Pier D and roughly north of Western Shoal, extending east 

to about the soutlnresternmost part of the land area of the LST 

I.andi ng. Clockwise currents can be noted in the IST Landing e.rea 

and j ust south of We stern Shoal while a counter-clockwise current 

occurs in the outer por tion of the rep~ir basin. 

Dye placed in t he water at the harbor entrance shows a 

seaward subsurface current through the south portion of the entrance. 

For waves 1200 feet long a minor clockwise path occurs 

within the eastern portion of the area enclosed by the current first 

described. Another major counter-clockwise current is present extend

ing from west of Western Shoal nearly to t he LST Lending, skirting 

Western Shoal on the south and the breakwater on the north. As with 

waves 60o feet long clockwise currents a.re f ound in the IST landing 

area and south of Ylestern Shoal and a counter -clockwise current is 
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observed i n the outer por t ion of the repair bas in. A count er-c lock

wise current i s noted in t he area i nward fran Sentinel :.=iock. 

The paths of the currents induced by either wave length 

are f airly well reproducible. The overall behavior of t he currents 

might best be pictured by considering them to act much as a train 

of meshed gears. 

Zone s throughout which current s are of approximately 

equal magnitude are distinctively cross-hatched. 

It shoul d be pointed out here that each of the two charts 

in Fi g. 1 is a compos ite of two succes sive runs , each havinb a two 

hour prototype duration. 

Figures 2 and 3 (pages 15 and 19 ) show the photographs 

used in the determinat ion of the cur r ents discus s ed herein. The 

left ha lves of these plates show currents induced by waves &JO f eet 

long while currents due t o '.vaves 1200 feet l ong are portrayed on 

the right halves t o correspond with the t-wo parts of Fig . 1. 
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C. SPEBDS OF CUHH.E1:TS 

1. Gene r e. l 

In Fig. 1 the harbor area is zoned to indi cate the current 

speeds pr edominating. Six zones a r e used, namely 

0 to 1/2 knot 

1/2 to l knot 

1 to 2 knots 

2 to 4 knot8 

4 to 6 knots 

transition zone 

The transition zone i s an unetable region where currente travel in 

either d irection with varying strengths. Table l lists the areas 

of each zone as a percentage of the total harbor area as shown in 

Fig. 1. 

Table 1 

EXTENT OF ZONES OF EQUAL CURRENT SPEED 
AS PERCEl,:TAGES OF TOTAL AIIBA 

Waves 30 feet hi gh 

Speed Range Length of v.-aves Inducing Currents 
(Knots) WO feet 1200 feet 

Transition nil nil 

0 - t 2 6.3% 27. 7fo 

fl 1 38.1 30. 0 

l 2 31. 1 29.Li 

2 - 4 4.5 11. 1 

4 .. 6 o.o 1. 8 

Total 100. 0 % loo. o ~~ 
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Fig. 2 

The photographs on the oPPosi te pa ge ar e e.n 

ind icat ion of t he currents induced in the outer he.r11or 

e.nd r epnir basin by westerly waves 30 feet hii:;h. The 

white dots e.re ref l ections from light s (near the co.mere. 

lens) on moving floats on the ~"tlter surface. Every 

f our s econds, except at t he beginning of e test run, 

the c amera shutter i s opened for 1/300 second during 

which time the lights are flas hed. The spa.cing bet-rreen 

dot s is the dlsterice the floats have traveled in four 

s econds. The farther apart the d ots are spaced , the 

faster the current. At the beginning of a test run 

t he interval is 10 seconds, thus pr oviding a means of 

detor mining the start of each tr a ce . Movement in the 

repai r bas in is remar kab l y slow compared t o t l,a.t i n 

t he outer har bor. It was from thes e pbotogrnphs e.nd 

those in Fig. 3 that Fig. 1 was der ived. 

The br ight spot in the center r ight of ea.ch 

phot o[rapt is the r e flecti on fr om the water surface 

of t he lie;ht us ed in the camera t ower to illurr,ine.te 

the reflect ing surface of the float s . 
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Waves 600 ft . long 
MHHW 

Waves 1200 ft. long 

Float Traces Showing Currents Induced By Waves 
During A Two Hour Run 

Westerly Waves 30 Feet High 

Fig. 2 



The e.vernge current speed over the entir e outer harb or and 

repair b e.sin is 20;~ higher vri. th waves 1200 feet long than with waves 

{:J)Q fe et long. Als o the extent of the 2 to 4 knot zone with waves 

1200 feet long is 2~ t imes that with waves WO feet long. All other 

~ones are a bout equal in area for t he tv~ wave lengths. e xcept for a 

decrease in the 1/2 t o l knot zone to counteract the increased 2 to 

4 knot zone. The speed of wave-induced cur r ents in t he l a r ger por

tion of the inner harbor appears to be unaffected by chang es in 

wave length. 

2. Currents Induced El_ Waves (:/JO r'eet Long 

There are two major ~ones having speeds b etween zero and 

l/2 lrn.ot. One i s the eastern portion of the repair basin and the 

other ex tends southwesterly from the vicinity of Pier C f or a.bout 

l·l mi les. Sma ll areas of the s ame speed range are found ne ar the 

northern o f the two soutt.ern s hoals, :i n the eastern reaches of the 

I.ST landing, i n the c hannel north of the Navy fleet landinE and 

a.bout 1/3 mi le due east of the exist i nf:: brea.kwa.ter entrance. 

The zones of 1/2 to 1 knot a nd of 1 to 2 knots domir~te 

throuGhout the outer harb or . The lower speeds are found in the 

west central portion of the harbor, fanni ng out towards the e ast 

e.nd surrounding t he ~ero to 1/2 knot regi on of the outer harb or. 

The 1 to 2 knot zone i s encountere d close to the brealomter 

entrance al ong the boundaries and in the area surrounding Jade, 

Southern end Western Shoals, in addition t c a small aren a long 

the shore line west of the I.ST landing. I n the cent e r of t he 

outer ha rbor, lower speeds a.r e encountered than along t he shores 
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Fig. 3 

These photographs are for a two hour prototype 

period sbnilar to t hose in Fig. 2. Attention is called 

to the similarity of the pictur es on the le~ of each 

fi gure and to the similE>Iity of the pictures on the 

right of each figure. Although the reflector floats 

Trere not placed in the water at the same points the 

patterns are remarkab ly reproducible for the seme 

wave length. The pattern for the two wave lengths is 

not the same, however. 
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Waves 600 ft. long Wa ves 1::200 ft. long 
MHH W 

Float Traces Showing Currents Induced By Waves 
During A Two Hour Run 

Westerly Waves 30 Feet High 

Fig. 3 



or the bree.kt:e.ter. This is to be expected bece.uao the wave form in 

the deeper water i s mor e synunetrical and the floats have more ten

dency to follow the orbit set by the waves. 

Speeds between 2 a nd 4 knots were measured for about two

thirds of a mi l e in the lee of the southwest end of the breakwater. 

A small are a of this speed r ru1ge is found also between the two 

Southern Shoe.ls# 

A treJ1Aition tone is pr esent in the vicinity of t he south

v.-est end of the brenkwater. Here the current i s of varying strength 

and moves firs t in one direction and then the ot her. 

3• Currents Induced Ez. 'Naves 1200 Feet Long 

The pattern of speed distribution appears cons iderably more 

canplex with currents induced by waves 1200 feet long than by waves 

&JO feet long. The areas in the outer harbor are far less coherent 

end the renge between zer o and one half knot particularly is scattered 

quite wi dely. 

The locations of t he zones for speeds between 1/2 and l knot 

and between 1 and 2 knots are roughly analogous to t hose with waves 

&Jo feet long. The ar ea of the re.nge between 1/2 and 1 knot i s smaller 

vrith this wave length than with waves &Jo feet long. The area for the 

1 to 2 lmot re_nge is fully coherent extending fr om the breakwater 

entrance to, and i nc luding , the shoal area. 

The area bet-vreen 2 and 4 knots is considerably lflrber than 

with waves WO f'eet long. I t beg i ns at the breakwater entrance and 

extends t o Pier D in a fairly wide band. There is a sizable area 

also bet"Ween Western Shoal and the I..ST Landing . 
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An additional range, 4 to 6 knots, is found wit h the greater 

wave length. It is in the immediate lee of the southwest end of the 

breakwater end is ccmparable in extent to that of the 2 to 4 knot ~one 

with waves &Jo feet long. 

A transition zone similar to the one with &Jo feet long 

waves exists here also. 

It oan be seen that high current velocities seem to exist 

in the lee of outer brealrrtater with waves either COO or 1200 feet 

long. As has been pointed out in section IIIA it is doubtful if 

the currents in these shallow areas are as large as reflector move

ments indicate. 

The reliability of the data on the whole is good. It is 

expected that it will be further improved by minor changes in the 

test procedure. 

D. EQUIPMENT USED IN INDUCED CURRENT STUDIES 

1. Reflectors 

The current data v1ere obtained by photographing floe.ting 

reflectors, as stated in section IIIA. These reflectors, shown 

on Fig. 4 (page 25) are of the type used on reflecting highway 

signs. 

Mass produced, they are constructed of plastic surfaces, 

built up of many trihedral right angles, thus possessing the property 

of reflecting light back only to its source ~~th remarkably little 

dispersion. It is for exactly this reason that they are useful on 

highways for nonillumina.ted signs. The overall diameter of the 
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particule.r reflectors used are one inch vii th a 7 /8 inch diameter 

reflecting surface. For our purposes two reflectors are cemented 

back to back to insure having a reflecting surface facing upward 

regardless of how they are placed on the water. When cemented 

together the reflectors have a total thickness of about 7/16 inch 

with a draft of one quarter inch. 

2. Camera 

The movement of the reflector floats was recorded by 

means of a K-17 Fairchild aerial camera. It is necessary to 

photograph the reflections ma?J¥ times on the same negative. The 

magazine of the camera was modified therefore to prevent winding 

of the film between exposures by the installation of an arm on 

the film tra.nsport clutch to permit the disengagement of the 

film transport actuator. A solenoid was added by means of which 

the raising or lowerinr; of the arm is accomplished electrcmagnet

ically. This CTodification of the crunera magazine is shown on the 

upper half of F'ig. 5 (page 29). 

The camera is operated through an intervalometer ·with 

four exposures being me.de 10 seconds apart followed by 82 ex -

posures four seconds apart. The time interval at the beginning 

is varied to indicate the direction of motion.. This permits the 

following of the floats continuously for about 2 hours Guem time. 

Considerable experimentation was done with diaphragm openings and 

shutter speeds until satisfactory photographs were obtained fina'lly 

with individual exposures at 1/300 second resulting in a total 

exposure of the film of 29/100 second at r/22. 
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Fig. 4 

Fig. 4a shows two reflectors on the le~ ready 

to be cemented together to form one float as shown on the 

right. Because it is not possible to supply a light source 

~ear enough to the center of the camera lens in a close-up 

picture, the light reflection on the le~ reflector is 

rather ineffective. The scale has been included to indicate 

size. Fig. 4b is a view of the back of a reflector ~~th the 

back membrane removed and shOMS the arrangement of the tri

hedral right angles. The front reflecting surface is shown 

in Fig. 4c. Indirect lighting, both front and rear, has 

been used in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c. 
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Trihedral Angle Reflectors 

a. Two commercial reflectors before co mbining to form float at right. 

b. View of back of single reflector with protecting membrane removed. 

c. View of reflecting surface. 

Fig. 4 



3• Ilhnninat i on. 

Considerable experimentation was als o r equired until 

the most suitable illumination wo.s obtained. Because the re

~lectors return light to the source very accurately lights have 

to be placed as near the camera as possible. At first two 

photoflood lights were used, mounted directl:t adjacent to the 

camera. These lights had t o burn continually, and generated 

a great deal of heat. A greater disadvantage was that the area 

illuminated was not sufficiently large and that the reflectors 

farthest away from a. vertical line tbrough the ca."llera did not 

leave readable traces on the negative. 

A second source of illumination, a neon tube, mountod 

directly on the lower edge of the camera cone was tested. This 

installation placed the source of light as close to the lense 

as possible and had the further advantage of providing fairly 

cool light, but t he a.mount of i llt:anina.tion obtained was in -

adequate. 

The third and finally adopted method employs two 

Edgerton type flash tubes (G.E. Type FT-403) placed close to 

t he canera. One of the lrunps is shovm on the lower half of 

Fig . 5 (page 29). These lamps ar e essentially the s ame in 

operat i on as t he e i ght large lamps used to photograph wave 

patterns and described in previous r eports. Power is supplied 

to t hese smaller lamps from one of the f our condensers used for 

t he lar ge lamps. The light produced by ee.ch of the two l amps is 

a pproximately equivalent to that obtained from 2,000.000 watts 
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Fig. 5 

The modified camera magazine used for photo

graphing reflector floats is shown in the top half of 

the figure. The modification consists of the install

ation of an arm on the film transport clutch to permit 

disengagement of the film transport actuator. The 

solenoid has been added to assist in the arm movement. 

The lower half of the figure shows one of the 

G.E. Type FT-403 helical flash tubes used in the current 

study when photographing the paths of reflector floats. 

The tube on the right is known as a modeling l~~p. This 

auxiliary tube emits a continuous light to facilitate 

pre-run observation of float movements. 
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a 

b 

Aerial 
Used 

Camera And Accessories 
To Obtain Float Traces 

a . K-17 aerial camera with solenoid attachment to fi lm transport arm . 

b. G. E. helical flash tube and modeling lamp, 
used as source of illumination for float traces. 

Fig. 5 



with n flash duration of 200 microseconds. These lights provide 

sufficient illumination to record distinct traces on the negative 

and at the smne time permit the use of the smallest diaphragm stop 

combined with the shortest shutter opening, thereby minimizing the 

effect of undesirable daylight. Tw-o further advantages are the 

absence of undue heat and the sync~xonization of the flash with 

the shutter. 

E. RUN PROCEDURg 

Prior to the test runs the wave machines are run for a 

minimum of 30 minutes, the equivalent of' ~ hours a.t Guam, to permit 

the establishment of steady stnte conditions before photographs are 

taken. The reflectors are then placed gently in prearranged positions. 

Upon placement of the last reflector the recording by multiple ex

posures of the trace of the currents is begun. This method has the 

disadvantage that the reflectors placed first have moved from their 

origins before photographing oe.n begin. llethods are being investi

gated now to remedy this condition and it is anticipated that in 

August a system will be installed which will permit the instantane

ous and simultaneous launching or all the reflectors to be used in 

a given run. Thia will be accomplished by releasing the reflectors 

by means or solenoids working in concert. 

Each test run he.s a duration of six minutes, corresponding 

to approximately t"W'O hours at Guam. 
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IV MISCELLANEOUS 

A. FREQUENCY RESPONSE STUDY 

In order to find the natural fundamental frequency and the 

corresponding harmonics of eaoh of the outer harbor, repair basin 

and imier harbor a series of test runs were initiated in vrhich the 

magnitude of the disturbance vii thin the basin is determined as a. 

f'unotion of the exciting wave train. The fundamental frequency of 

each division of the harbor for both the longitudinal and lateral 

directions is first calculated. 

Where the harbor floor is of uniform depth, as in the 

inner harbor, this calculation is a simple one. Where the depth 

is variable, an estimate is made of the wave celerity based on 

an assumed average depth. This is then checked by tllning the travel 

of a wave across the division of the harbor concerned in the direct

ion under consideration. The frequencies so calculated are tested 

first, followed by harmonics of the basic frequency and then by in

between frequenc i es to make the range complete. A few reasons.nee 

points have already been observed but a great deal of further study 

is yet to be made. 

B. MARIGRAM STUDY 

As mentioned in previous reports, marigrams are examined 

in sane detail immediately upon receipt to detect any unusual or 

extraordinary events which might have occured. Storm periods and 

periods of eapeoially active wave movsments, as determined by the 

daily reports of Fleet Weather Central, are examined oritically. 
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As time permits, minute differences i::i overall water ·surface e l evat

ions b etween the inside and the outside of the harbor are ascertained. 

The ma.rigrams of tide stations Nos. 2, 3. 4 and 5 f or two 

lunar months i n March a!ld April 1$48 were studied in this latter 

Il'\,anner during the past month. Differences in water surface e levat

ions between stations 3 and 2 (on opposite sides of the Piti Causeway ) 

and between s tations 5 and 4 (at Neye Island and at the extreme south

erly end of the inner ha rbor , respectively) are r ead for each half 

hour of record. The aquaro roots of these differences are then added 

alg~braically in order to permit the plotting of residual mass curves 

showing the movement of water between stations Nos. 2 and 3, and 

between stations Nos. L~ and 5. A set of such curves was presented 

in the October 1947 report. This study is a continuing one, but 

additional curves will be available in a subsequent report. 

C. INSTRUMEh~ATION 

1. Oscillograph 

A new motor and gearing arrangement were insta.lle<;l this 

month to give a slower an::l more flexible tape speed. A 2 r.p.m. 

telechron clock motor o..nd as sociated cam were added to provide 18 

se c. timing lines at 50 cycles or 15 sec. timing lines at C-0 cycles. 

2. Flash Tubes 

Two G.E. ~Jpe FT-403 flash tubes were installed in the 

cemera tower to provide illuminat ion for reflector shots. Tiie circuit 

of one of the condenser units ordinarily used with the large flash 

tubes was revised in order to pennit operation of these new tubes 
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with the equipment on hand. 

3. Wave Beie;ht Averaging Devi~ 

Construction and assembly of the wave height avero.ger is 

proceeding as r apidl y a s receipt of component parts will a l low. 

It is anticipated that the unit will be completed and i n operati on 

about the middle of September. 
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